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Early Builder Momentum Critical for FirstNet By Albert J. Catalano n May 1961, President John F. Kennedy committed the United States to landing a man on the moon and returning him safely to Earth by the end of the decade. Before that goal was successfully accomplished in July 1969, the American space program turned out a steady stream of smaller, yet necessary, successes. A product of the Cold War, the space program was intended to protect the security of the nation. Every space launch along the way to the historic mission of Apollo 11 was a building block with clearly defined learning objectives and a sense of urgency. Today, as we face many publicsafety and national security dangers, the First Responder Network Authority (FirstNet) must adhere to that same sense of urgency in building the nationwide public-safety broadband network (NPSBN). The statutorily mandated state consultation process is the perfect vehicle for FirstNet and the states to design and implement early builder or pilot projects with specific learning objectives to demonstrate immediate real-world success. The FCC auction of Advanced



I



Wireless Spectrum (AWS), raising more than $40 billion, apparently ensures FirstNet will receive its statutorily established funding of $7 billion. Of course, the $7 billion is just a start. FirstNet must still find a way to fund a complete buildout of the NPSBN and maintain it. To reach that goal, FirstNet and the public-safety community have much to do. FirstNet plans to follow its recent request for information (RFI) for comprehensive network solutions with a draft request for proposal (RFP) and eventually a final RFP or RFPs for construction and sustainability of the



Early builder projects will result in long-range learning with immediate real-world benefits to public safety. When a state and FirstNet agree to an early builder or pilot project, a common goal should be to incorporate as much of the project as possible into the proposed state plan. Each of the 56 states and territories involved in consultations with FirstNet has an understanding of the unique technical, operational and financial opportunities and challenges in its own jurisdiction relating to buildout of the network. Each one has insight into the geography, population centers,



Early builder projects will result in long-range learning with immediate real-world benefits to public safety. network. The RFP will be followed by a plan for each state, and that state’s governor must decide whether to opt in or out. In releasing the RFI, FirstNet sought to “better understand industry capabilities, evaluate best procurement approach(es), and determine how to best leverage existing capabilities and best practices to meet public safety needs.” To meet those objectives, the state consultation process should design and implement well-tailored pilot or early builder projects to complement and provide data for FirstNet’s evolving network RFP process.



rural regions, public-safety demands and other requirements within its own area. State and local jurisdictions also have existing infrastructure and relationships with users and vendors that can help fashion pilot projects and maximize learning conditions. The potential benefit from carefully designed pilot projects is enormous. A project testing satellite technology in remote or rural areas could be authorized. Projects could be developed to gather data for protecting high-risk regions such as the nation’s port facilities or for sharing infrastructure with
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In working with each of the states and territories to develop a statutorily mandated plan customized to fit the unique requirements of each one, FirstNet has the opportunity to explore different approaches to a nationwide network solution. next-generation 9-1-1 (NG 9-1-1) facilities. Use of police cameras on the FirstNet network could be tested in urban centers. FirstNet could approve pilots using federal agency infrastructure or hardened facilities of an electric utility or oil and gas company. All of these learning experiences could benefit FirstNet in developing its RFP for a network solution or solutions. A counterargument sometimes raised to the early builder approach is that under its enabling statute, the Middle Class and Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012, FirstNet must complete a network solution RFP process before going forward with construction or operation of the network. However, closer examination of the act shows that FirstNet has ample statutory authority to move forward with early builder or pilot projects. Under Section 6206 (b) (1) (B), FirstNet is required to issue requests for proposals that are open, transparent and competitive for building, operating and maintaining the network. FirstNet made a preliminary determination that in complying with this statutory provision it must adhere to the requirements of the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR). That law regulates federal executive agencies in contracting for supplies and services made with appropriated funds. However, neither the FirstNetenabling legislation nor the FAR requires a competitive RFP process to fund pilot projects developed with states during the consultation process. Grant funding for pilot projects is permissible under both statutes. The plain language of Section 6206 of the act makes clear that the RFP process specified in the statute is intended for FirstNet to obtain contracts with private sector entities to construct and maintain the network. It has no applicability to funding provid-



ed to a state for administering a pilot project to test elements of network design or development. Grant funding for a properly designed pilot project is in full accordance with the FAR. Part 35 of FAR provides that a procurement contract vehicle, such as an RFP, should be used only when the principal purpose is the acquisition of supplies or services for the direct benefit or use of the federal government. However, funding for grants or cooperative agreements is appropriate when the principal purpose of a transaction is for research and development for a public purpose. Grants are called for when substantial federal agency involvement is not expected in the developmental project, and cooperative agreements are appropriate when such involvement is expected. Both of these vehicles allow for an expedited funding by FirstNet of pilot projects. Issuing RFPs seeking vendor responses for construction and maintenance of the network is only the minimum FirstNet should do under the act. FirstNet has broad authority to “take all actions necessary to ensure the building, deployment and operation of the nationwide public-safety broadband network.” Actions taken by FirstNet to facilitate the development of real operational data through pilot projects to enhance the final network RFP or RFPs further FirstNet’s broad mandate to implement the NPSBN. Sections 6206 (a) (3) and (5) of the act specifically authorize FirstNet to obtain grants and funds from a wide variety of sources, including organizations; institutions; and federal, state, regional and local agencies, and to use those funds to advance or enhance public-safety communications. Therefore, pilot project funding provided to a state by another federal agency, either directly by that agency or indi-



rectly through FirstNet, is also consistent with legislative intent. The act further provides that the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is to be funded by FirstNet to “conduct research and assist with the development of standards, technologies and applications to advance wireless public-safety communications.” FirstNet should facilitate NIST’s participation in real-world pilot projects. Carefully designed pilots would benefit both NIST’s mission and the early buildout of the network. The fact that lawful pilot projects may be authorized prior to completion of the envisioned RFP network solution process is best evidenced by projects authorized to operate on FirstNet spectrum to date. Five early builder projects are underway. Four projects — Adams County, Colorado; Los Angeles Regional Interoperable Communications System (LA-RICS); New Jersey; and New Mexico are being funded by the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) under its Broadband Technology Opportunities Program (BTOP). The fifth project — Harris County, Texas — obtained funding from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). All of these projects were in place prior to the establishment of FirstNet and allowed to proceed by the FirstNet board and with NTIA’s approval. FirstNet approved spectrum manager lease agreements with all of these jurisdictions after the enabling legislation was passed. Early builder projects testing various technical and operational issues are underway. More pilots should be added. In working with each of the states and territories to develop a statutorily mandated plan customized to fit the unique requirements of each one, FirstNet can explore different approaches to a nationwide network solution. State consultations provide an avenue for early builder projects in states that are willing to step forward. These early buildouts or pilots can be tailored to the requirements of individual jurisdictions and will give FirstNet valuable knowledge in making its decisions on the final design of its
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network RFP or RFPs. From this data, FirstNet will be better positioned to determine whether to seek a single nationwide solution, act as an integrator that will custom assemble a nationwide network or select a path somewhere in between. n



Albert J. Catalano joined law firm Keller and Heckman in 2014, after 30 years of experience in wireless telecommunications matters and communications transactions. Among other clients, he represents states, local jurisdictions and other entities in matters relating to the 700 MHz nationwide



public-safety broadband network. Prior to entering private practice, he was an attorney with the FCC. The views expressed are those of Catalano alone and do not necessarily reflect those of Keller and Heckman or its clients. Email comments to [email protected].
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